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Objectives of the session
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Demystify

…the publishing process

Provide

…information 

and recommendations

Encourage

…you to write, submit and get 

published!



What we will cover

Getting Started

The Editorial Process

Structuring your paper

Publishing Ethics

Promoting your work

Summary and useful resources



Emerald Group Publishing Limited

Founded in 1967, Bradford, West Yorkshire 
by academics, for academics

Over 400 employees

Global presence – UK, Brazil, Australia, 
China, Dubai, Japan, India, South Africa, 
Malaysia and USA.

More than 300+ journals and 2,500 books 
(publishing 150 new books ever year) 

Committed to improving author, reader and 
customer experience

Chairman – Emerald Global Publishing:   
Dr Keith Howard OBE 



Management eJournals Database

http://em-appl01:5555/SRM/sfa/accts/edit.aspx?id={0559D500-1808-DE11-A4CE-005056B325C4}
http://em-appl01:5555/SRM/sfa/accts/edit.aspx?id={0559D500-1808-DE11-A4CE-005056B325C4}


Specialist eJournals Collections

http://em-appl01:5555/SRM/sfa/accts/edit.aspx?id={0559D500-1808-DE11-A4CE-005056B325C4}
http://em-appl01:5555/SRM/sfa/accts/edit.aspx?id={0559D500-1808-DE11-A4CE-005056B325C4}


Emerald Books

2,500 books, 150 new titles publishing each year

Emerald publishes books content from 120 of the world’s top 200 most cited organizations and institutions (in Emerald’s top 10 

business category subjects). Emerald’s books are comprehensively covered in Scopus and the Book Citation Index, 

demonstrating measurable research impact.



How to Publish your book with 

Emerald
In 2016, Emerald have launched a new and rapidly expanding books programme with the aim of 

creating a new home for the very best book-length research in business and management studies 

and the social sciences. 

If you are interested in publishing a book with Emerald, please get in touch with one of our 

Commissioning Editors who will be happy to discuss a proposal with you. 

Benefits of publishing your book with Emerald:

• All our hardback monographs are published in paperback after 24 months of initial publication

• We cover costs of your index if you don’t wish to compile this yourself

• We work with professional designers to design your book cover

• All our books are available as ebooks via our platform, Emerald Insight, and via ebook

vendors

• We have a global sales and marketing reach, and value providing excellent author care

For more information about our books programme, and to see a list of our Editors, please visit: 

http://emeraldgrouppublishing.com/marketing/authors/#2

http://emeraldgrouppublishing.com/marketing/authors/#2
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Getting started



Are you working on a Doctoral or 

Master’s thesis?

Do you have an opinion or 

observarion on a subject?

Have you given a presentation or 

a conference paper?

Where do I start?



•If you answered ‘yes’ to one of those 

questions, you have the basis for a 

publishable paper



Co – Authorship… a possibility 

 With colleagues or a supervisor

 Cross-disciplinary practice or research 

 Reads as one voice

 Agree and clarify order of 

appearance of authors and 

the person taking on the role of 

corresponding author



Which conversation do you want to 
be a part of?

Develop a publication strategy – you may not get published 

in a top journal straight away.
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The Editorial Process



AUTHOR EDITOR PUBLISHER PRODUCTION USERS

Produces 

high quality 

research

Editorial Advisory 

Boardmembers 

(EAB) and 

reviewers

Peer review 

process

Conferences

New areas of 

coverage

Link between the 

Editor and the 

Publishing 

Company

Support editors 

to build a first 

class journal

Marketing

Link with 

Production 

(Internal)

Proofreading

Preparation for 

online 

databases

Print and 

distribution

Added value

Access

Library

Print 

version

Third party

Research

The Editorial Process 



The Editorial Process - Steps

Author Editor Reviewers

Submit a 

paper

Prepare 

final version

Assign 

reviewers

Review and 

suggest decision

Start Yes

Reject

Editorial pre-

selection

Decide and 

notify author

Revise and 

re-submit
Check

Accept

Reject

No review required

Review required

Re-submit Paper published!



Peer-review

• Single Blind Review 

The names of the reviewers are hidden from the author. 

• Double Blind Review 

Both the reviewer and the author remain anonymous. 

• Open Review 

Reviewer and author are known to each other.



Peer-review

“Many papers are rejected simply 
because they don’t fulfil journal requirements.
They don’t even go into the review process.”

A request for revision is good news! 

You are now in the publishing cycle. 

Nearly every published paper is revised at least once

Even if the comments are sharp or discouraging, they aren’t 

personal



Possible decisions

Accept

Reject 

Revise (Minor/Major)

A request for revision is GOOD NEWS! 

It is the heart and soul of the scholarly process. 



How long does it take?

• The Editor does an initial read to determine if the
subject matter and research approach is appropriate
for the journal (1 week)

• The Editor contacts two reviewers (1 week)

• Reviewers usually have 6-8 weeks to complete their
reviews

• The Editor assesses the reviewers' comments and
recommendations and makes a decision (2 weeks)

• ‘Ideal’ time from submission to review feedback:
3-3.5 months
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Structuring your paper



The Pyramid 

Your Data – Figures & Tables 

(References & Appendices)

Method Results Discussion

Conclusion Introduction

Title & 

abstract 



What makes a good paper?

1. Originality – what’s new about the subject? 

2. Relevance to and extension of existing knowledge

3. Research methodology – are conclusions valid and objective? 

4. Clarity, structure and quality of writing  - does it communicate 
well?

5. Sound, logical progression of argument

6. Theoretical and practical implications – the ‘so what?’ factor

7. Recency and relevance of references

8. Internationality / Global focus 

9. Adherence to the editorial scope and objectives of the journal

10. A good title, keywords and a well written abstract



Titles: making your article 

discoverable 

Be clear and concise 

Eye Catching Focus Discoverability

A Phrase that 

introduces the paper

Keywords that 

identify focus of the 

work 

How easy is it for 

your article to be 

found online?

Your title needs to be memorable 



Writing a Compelling Abstract

• The abstract at the start of your article is equally as important as 

the text in the article itself; it is the sales pitch for why you should 

keep reading. Be explicit about what a reader will gain or learn 

from the article and why it is new. 

• Remember that competition is fierce! Academics are in 

competition with one another for the same readers, therefore it’s 

no longer sufficient to just write and article and hope the work 

speaks for itself. 

• Remember: the Editor’s time is limited, make their life easier!

• Make sure you have fully proofread the abstract before submitting 

it as often online submission systems, such as ScholarOne

Manuscripts, ask you to input the abstract into a free text field 

separately from your paper.



How to avoid…Desk Rejection

Identify 
• The right journal/book

Follow
• Author Guidelines

Read
• 1 issue (at least!) 

Write
• Email the Editorial team



Selecting the right journal…

Consider the following
Readership

Content 
Rankings 

Internationality
Type of paper

Ease of acceptance 

Choosing the right Journal/Series to publish in is an investment decision. 

A good choice can enhance the impact of your work 
and your reputation

5



Author Guidelines



Proofreading.. 

What you check for before submission:

• Incorrect grammar, spelling and punctuation 

• Flow, transition or sense problems

• Unintended typographical errors 

• Accuracy of any mathematical or statistical content 

• Incomplete or inaccurate references

• Ensure consistency over your manuscript



Avoid: Generalisations, Idioms and 

Analogies

As a rule, for the most part, generally, in general, 

potentially, normally, on the whole, in most cases, 

usually, the vast majority of…
(Avoid unless you can qualify them in some way) 

• Speak of the Devil

• Have a lie in

• Hold your horses

• He has a chip on his shoulder

www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk

http://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk/


Don’t give up…
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Publishing Ethics



Copyright

• As the author, you need to ensure that you get 
permission to use content you have not created (to 
avoid delays, this should be done before you 
submit your work)

• Supply written confirmation from the copyright 
holder when submitting your manuscript

• If permission cannot be cleared, we cannot publish 
that specific content



Open Access
Emerald currently offers two routes for Open Access:

• Green Open Access – Authors without funding and who are mandated to make 

their work Open Access, can place their version of the accepted article in their 

institutional repositories after an embargo period. Embargo periods vary between 

journals and range from 12-24 months.

• Gold Open Access – Authors with funding for Open Access can pay an Article 

Processing Charge (APC) to make the final published version Open Access 

(CCBY). Emerald APCs vary between journals and range from £995 - £1,650.

• For more information about Emerald’s Open Access policy please visit: 

http://www.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/openaccess.htm#

• For more information about what you can do with you paper please visit:  

http://www.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/authors/writing/author_rights.htm

• For specific queries please contact permissions@emeraldinsight.com

http://www.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/openaccess.htm
http://www.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/authors/writing/author_rights.htm
mailto:permissions@emeraldinsight.com


Publication ethics

• Don’t submit to more than one journal at once – competing 

journals regularly share information

• Don’t count on referees to give you tutoring – you shouldn’t 

submit just to get feedback on your paper

• Seek agreement between authors – make sure everyone 

on the research team knows about the article

• Remember – Emerald authors and editors are supported

by the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE)

www.publicationethics.org

http://publicationethics.org/
http://www.publicationethics.org/
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Promoting your work



Promoting your work



Abstracts – a way to promote 

Christian Kowalkowski, Daniel Kindström, Heiko Gebauer, (2013) "ICT as a catalyst for service business orientation", Journal of Business & Industrial Marketing, 

Vol. 28 Iss: 6, pp.506 - 513



The Emerald Literati Network

• More than 90,000 authors worldwide are 

members, a huge ‘expert network’

• 3 months complimentary access to the journal 

upon publication

• Calls for Papers and news of publishing 

opportunities

• Editing services

• Outstanding Doctoral Research Awards

• Annual Literati Network Awards for Excellence
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To conclude…



Beyond authorship…

Being an Author is the first stepping stone to other publishing opportunities that 
you might wish to get involved in, in the future, these include:

•Reviewer

• Editorial Advisory Board member

• Guest Editing Special Issues

• Regional / Associate Editorship

• Editorship

•Writing or Editing Books

•Book reviewing

If you have any questions about the above then please feel free to ask questions 
or approach me throughout the conference…

Contact us at editorial@emeraldinsight.com



Resources 

www.emeraldgrouppublishing.com

http://www.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/


Emerald Resources – For authors 

www.emeraldgrouppublishing.com

http://www.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/


Ask the Editor / Publisher…



Hannah Elliott – Publisher (helliott@emeraldinsight.com)

Thank you


